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Philip Hall Likes Me, I Reckon Maybe
When the Ku Klux Klan’s unwelcome reappearance rattles Stella’s segregated
southern town, bravery battles prejudice in this New York Times bestselling
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Depression-era “novel that soars” (The New York Times Book Review) that School
Library Journal called “storytelling at its finest” in a starred review. Stella lives in
the segregated South—in Bumblebee, North Carolina, to be exact about it. Some
stores she can go into. Some stores she can’t. Some folks are right pleasant.
Others are a lot less so. To Stella, it sort of evens out, and heck, the Klan hasn’t
bothered them for years. But one late night, later than she should ever be up,
much less wandering around outside, Stella and her little brother see something
they’re never supposed to see, something that is the first flicker of change to
come, unwelcome change by any stretch of the imagination. As Stella’s
community—her world—is upended, she decides to fight fire with fire. And she
learns that ashes don’t necessarily signify an end.

Copper Sun
A number of developments spanning a multitude of techniques makes this an
exciting time for research in serotonin receptors. A comprehensive review of the
subject from a multidisciplinary perspective, Serotonin Receptors in Neurobiology
is among the first books to include information on serotonin receptor knockout
studies. With contributions from leading experts in their fields, the book explores
serotonin receptors from a broad-based, multidisciplinary approach. The
approaches described vary from molecular biological techniques to fluorescence
microscopy and imaging, to genetic manipulation in animal models, providing a
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wide range of tools to study serotonergic phenomena. While each of these
approaches has its own advantages and limitations, the synthesis of information
and knowledge achieved from studies using multiple approaches will result in a
comprehensive understanding of the underlying complex phenomena involved in
serotonergic signaling and its implications in health and disease. The book
provides an overall understanding of these receptors based on currently used
methodologies and techniques. It describes specific experimental procedures that
will be of use to researchers interested in addressing similar problems involving
other G-protein-coupled receptor signaling systems.

Blubber
Three boys struggle to come to terms with the death of a friend in a drunk-driving
auto accident in which all four were involved, in a story told through newspaper
stories, diary entries, school announcements, telephone conversations, and
classroom assignments.

The Astonishing Life of Octavian Nothing, Traitor to the Nation,
Volume II
Stolen from her village, sold to the highest bidder, fifteen-year-old Amari has only
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one thing left of her own -- hope. Amari's life was once perfect. Engaged to the
handsomest man in her tribe, adored by her family, and living in a beautiful village,
she could not have imagined everything could be taken away from her in an
instant. But when slave traders invade her village and brutally murder her entire
family, Amari finds herself dragged away to a slave ship headed to the Carolinas,
where she is bought by a plantation owner and given to his son as a birthday
present. Survival seems all that Amari can hope for. But then an act of
unimaginable cruelty provides her with an opportunity to escape, and with an
indentured servant named Polly she flees to Fort Mose, Florida, in search of
sanctuary at the Spanish colony. Can the illusive dream of freedom sustain Amari
and Polly on their arduous journey, fraught with hardship and danger?

Tears of a Tiger
“A page-turner that combines genuine intrigue with heartbreak and desire.”
—Holly Goldberg Sloan, New York Times bestselling author of Counting by 7s Part
mystery, part love story, and part coming-of-age tale in the vein of Thirteen
Reasons Why, The Perks of Being a Wallflower, and The Spectacular Now, Michelle
Falkoff’s debut is an honest and gut-wrenching novel about loss, rage, what if feels
like to outgrow a friendship that’s always defined you—and the struggle to redefine
yourself. There was a party. There was a fight. The next morning, Sam’s best
friend, Hayden, was dead. And all he left Sam was a playlist of songs and a suicide
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note: For Sam—listen and you’ll understand. To figure out what happened, Sam
has to rely on the playlist and his own memory. But the more he listens, the more
he realizes that his memory isn’t as reliable as he thought. And it might only be by
taking out his earbuds and opening his eyes to the people around him that he’ll
finally be able to piece together his best friend’s story. And maybe have a chance
to change his own. “An absorbing and sensitive read.” —Bulletin of the Center for
Children’s Books “Falkoff lightens the substantial topics of grief, bullying, and
suicide with Sam’s engaging investigation.” —ALA Booklist “Realistic and wellwritten. The strong characters, dialogue and the use of the playlist to structure the
book make this a good pick for struggling readers.” —School Library Journal
“Falkoff treats a difficult topic with delicacy and care.” —Publishers Weekly “Truly
powerful moments.” —Kirkus Reviews

Serotonin Receptors in Neurobiology
The author describes the threats and emotional abuse she endured from white
student and adults along with her fears of endangering her family as she commited
to being one of the first African American students to integrate Central High School
in Little Rock, Arkansas in 1957.

Lost in the Tunnel of Time
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An exciting, eye-catching repackage of acclaimed author Walter Dean Myers'
bestselling paperbacks, to coincide with the publication of SUNRISE OVER FALLUJA
in hardcover. Seventeen-year-old Greg "Slam" Harris can do it all on the basketball
court. He's seen ballplayers come and go, and he knows he could be one of the
lucky ones. Maybe he'll make it to the top. Or maybe he'll stumble along the way.
Slam's grades aren't that hot. And when his teachers jam his troubles in his face,
he blows up. Slam never doubted himself on the court until he found himself going
one-on-one with his own future, and he didn't have the ball.

Playlist for the Dead
Fourteen-year-old Eric, a ruthless hockey player prone to violence on the ice, tries
to reconcile his own needs with those of his parents.

A Very Merry Day in the Neighborhood
Ziggy and the other members of the Black Dinosaurs go to space camp where they
learn about the space program and speculate about the existence of
extraterrestrial beings. Simultaneous. Repackaged reissue.

The Space Mission Adventure
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Seventeen-year-old best friends Samantha and Juliana tell their stories in
alternating chapters after Juliana is diagnosed with cancer.

Ziggy and the Black Dinosaurs
Eleven-year-old Isabella’s blended family is more divided than ever in this
thoughtful story about divorce and racial identity from the award-winning and New
York Times bestselling author of Out of My Mind, Sharon M. Draper. Eleven-year-old
Isabella’s parents are divorced, so she has to switch lives every week: One week
she’s Isabella with her dad, his girlfriend Anastasia, and her son Darren living in a
fancy house where they are one of the only black families in the neighborhood. The
next week she’s Izzy with her mom and her boyfriend John-Mark in a small, not-sofancy house that she loves. Because of this, Isabella has always felt pulled
between two worlds. And now that her parents are divorced, it seems their fights
are even worse, and they’re always about HER. Isabella feels even more stuck in
the middle, split and divided between them than ever. And she’s is beginning to
realize that being split between Mom and Dad is more than switching houses,
switching nicknames, switching backpacks: it’s also about switching identities. Her
dad is black, her mom is white, and strangers are always commenting: “You’re so
exotic!” “You look so unusual.” “But what are you really?” She knows what they’re
really saying: “You don’t look like your parents.” “You’re different.” “What race are
you really?” And when her parents, who both get engaged at the same time, get in
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their biggest fight ever, Isabella doesn’t just feel divided, she feels ripped in two.
What does it mean to be half white or half black? To belong to half mom and half
dad? And if you’re only seen as half of this and half of that, how can you ever feel
whole? It seems like nothing can bring Isabella’s family together again—until the
worst happens. Isabella and Darren are stopped by the police. A cell phone is
mistaken for a gun. And shots are fired.

Slam!
Jimmy Winter is a born star on the baseball field, and Seth Barnam can only dream
of being as talented. Still, the two baseball fanatics have the kind of friendship that
should last forever. But when Seth experiences an unthinkable loss, he's forced to
find his own personal strength--on and off the field. An ALA Best Book for Young
Adults An ALA Best Book for Reluctant Readers A New York Public Library Book for
the Teen Age Pennsylvania Young Reader's Choice Book of the Year

Fire from the Rock
This title has been removed from sale by Penguin Group, USA.

Panic
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Far away it stays as reaching turns out to be a perceptual myopia. The words that
one wants to shed, scream and write with blood writes she as calm and silent as a
feather's resilience. Heartaches are mere words, departures are sheer feelings that
she portrays on a page when one fails to find ease but finds anyway, reading Iman
Hamid. The Poetess who paints the misery and joy as arrival and departure in
airports, who said, "I shall write about everything I remember, in case our goodbye
is permanent." I never knew the language of hurt before reading her, a kind that
guides one to have a reason more to feel alive in it. "Nights are longer for those
minds that work like a boomerang" said she, meaning actions will happen a
thousand times that has appeared earlier. Iman Hamid with her poetry collection
named Tears and Tea would make you taste every drop from your eyes sweet and
your tongue to crave tea even more. As it does to me. Sahil Bhambri - Author of All
That Is Unseen Iman Hamid's writing gives us fascinating insights into love and life,
written mainly in the first person we feel the authors pain, pleasure and hopes, and
fears. Her remarkable gift is stirring the reader's emotions to tears, questions and
deep thought through parable verses. Iman Hamid leads us to believe there is a
yearning for something, something bigger than self, for God or for ethereal love.
Reading her compositions we can enter a place of bliss and escapism, a perfect tea
cocktail for true talking and therapeutic words. A substantial debut collection of
poetry ranging from aubade genre to elegy captures a fragment of her prolific
mind. Amanda Epe - Award-winning author
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Romiette and Julio
Sylvia is shocked and confused when she is asked to be one of the first black
students to attend Central High School, which is scheduled to be integrated in the
fall of 1957, whether people like it or not. Before Sylvia makes her final decision,
smoldering racial tension in the town ignites into flame. When the smoke clears,
she sees clearly that nothing is going to stop the change from coming. It is up to
her generation to make it happen, in as many different ways as there are colors in
the world.

Goodbye Days
As rehearsals begin for the ballet version of Peter Pan, the teenaged members of
an Ohio dance troupe lose their focus when one of their own goes missing.

Tears of a Tiger
This book is the first English-language edition of Friedrich Dürrenmatt's versio of
the Oedipus myth.

Stella by Starlight
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A teenaged boy's death in a hazing accident has lasting effects on his pregnant
girlfriend and his guilt-ridden cousin, who gives up a promising music career to
play football during his senior year in high school. A Coretta Scott King Honor Book.
Reprint.

Just Another Hero
Bobby's a classic urban teenager. He's restless. He's impulsive. But the thing that
makes him different is this: He's going to be a father. His girlfriend, Nia, is
pregnant, and their lives are about to change forever. Instead of spending time
with friends, they'll be spending time with doctors, and next, diapers. They have
options: keeping the baby, adoption. They want to do the right thing. If only it was
clear what the right thing was.

Tears and Tea
Teenage Gerald, who has spent years protecting his fragile half-sister from their
abusive father, faces the prospect of one final confrontation before the problem
can be solved.

Darkness Before Dawn
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now a major motion picture directed by Gus Van Sant (My Own Private Idaho, Good
Will Hunting, and Milk) It was an accident. He didn’t mean to kill the security guard
with his skateboard—it was self-defense. But there’s no one to back up his story.
No one even knows he was at Paranoid Park. Should he confess, or can he get
away with it? It’s an ethical question no one should have to answer. Writing more
intensely than ever before, Blake Nelson delivers a film noir in book form, complete
with interior monologue and dark, psychological drama. This is a riveting look at
one boy’s fall into a world of crime, guilt, and fear—and his desperate attempt to
get out again.

Oedipus
When members of the Black Dinosaur Club go on a field trip to a school which
hides tunnels used by the Underground Railroad, they get stuck in a collapsed
tunnel

Hound Dog
This easy-to-understand guide explains the role of paraeducators (sometimes
called classroom aides, teaching assistants, or paraprofessionals) in working with
students who are visually impaired and assisting other members of the educational
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team. When You Have a Visually Impaired Student in Your Classroom: A Guide for
Paraeducators provides basic information about visual impairment, the learning
needs of visually impaired students, and the special devices and materials they
use. Includes easy-to-use forms to help organize information and tasks.

Little Sister Is Not My Name!
Jill goes along with the rest of the fifth-grade class in tormenting a classmate and
then finds out what it is like when she, too, becomes a target. Reissued with a
fresh new look and cover art. Simultaneous.

Blended
“Gorgeous, heartbreaking, and ultimately life-affirming.” —Nicola Yoon, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of Everything, Everything. Perfect for fans of Turtles
All the Way Down,Thirteen Reasons Why, and Zentner's own The Serpent King, one
of the most highly acclaimed YA novels of 2016, Goodbye Days asks what you
would do if you could spend one last day with someone you lost. Where are you
guys? Text me back. That's the last message Carver Briggs will ever send his three
best friends, Mars, Eli, and Blake. He never thought that it would lead to their
death. Now Carver can’t stop blaming himself for the accident and even worse, a
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powerful judge is pressuring the district attorney to open up a criminal
investigation. Luckily, Carver has some unexpected allies: Eli’s girlfriend, the only
person to stand by him at school; Dr. Mendez, his new therapist; and Blake’s
grandmother, who asks Carver to spend a “goodbye day” together to share their
memories and say a proper farewell. Soon the other families are asking for their
own goodbye day with Carver—but he’s unsure of their motives. Will they all be
able to make peace with their losses, or will these goodbye days bring Carver one
step closer to a complete breakdown or—even worse—prison? "Jeff Zentner, you
perfectly fill the John-Green-sized hole in our heart." —Justine Magazine “Evocative,
heartbreaking, and beautifully written." —Buzzfeed "Masterful." —TeenVogue.com
“Hold on to your heart: this book will wreck you, fix you, and most definitely
change you.” —Becky Albertalli, Morris Award-winning author of Simon vs. the
Homo Sapiens Agenda

Teaching from the Heart
Teaching from the Heart is neither a reference book nor a study guide; it is a book
of gems to hold on to when a teachers world seems to be nothing but rocks.

Warriors Don't Cry
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This group of friends has been through so much after a deadly hazing ritual left
friendships broken, hearts aching, and November pregnant with Josh’s baby. But
senior year is going well, and when the fire alarm goes off, everyone assumes that
crazy Jack is trying to get out of a quiz or a test. Then he shows up at the science
lab wielding an AK-47, sputtering about the need to finally be taken seriously.
There’s only a matter of seconds to stop a tragedy, and all eyes are searching for
someone—anyone—to step up to be the hero.

Journals Classic Full Grain Genuine Leather W/Wrap Brown
Recovering from the recent suicide of her ex-boyfriend, senior class president
Keisha Montgomery finds herself attracted to a dangerous, older man.

How To Save A Life
Jill's life lost all meaning when her dad died. Friends, boyfriend, college – nothing
matters any more. Then her mom drops a bombshell: she's going to adopt a baby.
Mandy is desperate for her life to change. Seventeen, pregnant and leaving home,
she is sure of only one thing – her baby must never have a life like hers, whatever
it takes. As their worlds change around them, Jill and Mandy must learn both how
to hold on and how to let go, finding that nothing is as easy - or as difficult - as it
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seems. Heart-achingly beautiful, moving and funny, How to Save a Life has been
named a Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2011, a School Library Journal Best Book
of 2011 and an American Library Assocation 2012 Top Ten Best Fiction for Young
Adults. "A rich tapestry of love and survival that will resonate with even the most
cynical readers." - Booklist

Iceman
Do you feel the soul of another calling to you? Do you know in your heart that your
destiny and his wore meant to merge In the cosmos? We can help you find him.
When Romiette Cappelle and her best friend, Destiny, decide to order The
Scientific Soul Mate System from the back of Heavy Hunks magazine, they're not
sure what they're getting into. But Destiny, a self-proclaimed psychic, assures
Romi that for $44.99 plus shipping and handling, it's the only way they're ever
going to find out who their soul mates really are. If nothing else, maybe Romi will
get some insight into that recurring dream she's been having about fire and water.
But they never expect that the scented candle and tube of dream ointment will live
up to their promises and merge Romiette's destiny with that of Julio Montague, a
boy she's just met in the "cosmos" of an Internet chat room. It turns out they go to
the same high school, not to mention having almost the same names as
Shakespeare's famous lovers! Sweet-scented dreams of Julio have almost
overtaken Romi's nightmares when suddenly they return, but this time in real life.
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It seems the Devildogs, a local gang, violently oppose the relationship of Romiette
and Julio. Soon they find themselves haunted by the purple-clad shadows of the
gang, and the fire and water of Romiette's dream merge in ways more terrifying -and ultimately more affirming -- than even Destiny could have foreseen.

Forged by Fire
Fashion-savy Sassy does not like being the smallest student in her fourth-grade
class, until a family emergency calls for a pint-sized hero.

The First Part Last
Delia loves Double Dutch. And she's good at it. Really good. So good that her team
has a chance to win the World Double Dutch Championships this year -- Delia is
sure of it. What she is less sure of is her chance of passing the school's state exam,
because Delia has been using her success at Double Dutch to mask a secret that
could jeopardize her place on the team, and also her future. Delia's not the only
one with a secret. Her potential boyfriend, Randy, has one too -- his dad has been
missing for weeks, and Randy hasn't told anyone for fear he'll be put in a foster
home. But he is running out of money and getting scared. The one thing that isn't
a secret is that their classmates, the Tolliver twins, are out to cause trouble. With
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their skull caps, angry demeanors, and hints of violence emanating from even the
way they stalk down the school halls, they seem to enjoy intimidating the other
kids. But will they cross the line from intimidation to violence? With consummate
skill and an uncanny ability to capture how real kids think, act, and feel, Tears of a
Tiger author Sharon M. Draper weaves these three stories tighter and tighter,
creating a novel that tingles with suspense and emotion.

Double Dutch
In this reissue of a classic chapter book series by award-winning author Sharon M.
Draper, four boys who call themselves the Black Dinosaurs, find themselves
involved in exciting mysteries around their town. In Lost in the Tunnel of Time, the
boys discover their hometown was a stop on the Underground Railroad and are
excited to explore the part of the tunnel that is right under their school. When a
trapdoor slams behind them, locking them in the tunnel, there’s only one thing
they can do—plunge deeper and deeper into the darkness. Where will the tunnel
lead them? And will the old, crumbling walls hold until they find their way to the
end?

Heart of a Champion
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A Time for Dancing
WARRIORS ROCK! Sixteen-year-old Jericho is psyched when he and his cousin and
best friend, Josh, are invited to pledge for the Warriors of Distinction, the oldest
and most exclusive club in school. Just being a pledge wins him the attention of
Arielle, one of the hottest girls in his class, whom he's been too shy even to talk to
before now. But as the secret initiation rites grow increasingly humiliating and
force Jericho to make painful choices, he starts to question whether membership in
the Warriors of Distinction is worth it. How far will he have to go to wear the cool
black silk Warriors jacket? How high a price will he have to pay to belong? The
answers are devastating beyond Jericho's imagination.

Paranoid Park
Novel-Ties study guides contain reproducible pages in a chapter by chapter format
to accompany a work of literature of the same title.

November Blues
A new generation of children love Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood, inspired by the
classic series Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood! Daniel celebrates the holidays in this
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super chubby board book based on Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood! Join Daniel Tiger
for a winter celebration in the neighborhood as he and his family, friends, and
neighbors come together for a festive potluck, gift-giving, and more! This sweet
board book is filled with tons of holiday spirit and is a perfect stocking stuffer! ©
2019 The Fred Rogers Company

When You Have a Visually Impaired Student in Your Classroom
In the third mystery of the series, Ziggy and friends are excited about their
overnight camping trip to Caesar's Creek State Park--named after a Shawnee chief.
Their camp counselor is a descendant of Caesar, and fills the campers'
imaginations with fun (and spooky!) stories about her ancestors and the Shawnee
legends. When Ziggy and the rest of the Clubhouse gang decide to test their
courage like the Shawnee youth did, things don't go quite as planned. And when
they end up lost, strange things start to happen. Could it just be the animals
roaming the woods? Or are the ancient spirits of Caesar back to haunt their old
stomping grounds?

Shadows of Caesar's Creek
Lively, colorful, and irreverent, Hound Dog describes how two youngsters with an
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insatiable love of good old American R&B created the soundtrack for a generation.
--Book Jacket.

The Battle of Jericho
"A novel of the first rank, the kind of monumental work Italo Calvino called
‘encyclopedic’ in the way it sweeps up history into a comprehensible and deeply
textured pattern." — The New York Times Book Review Fearing a death sentence,
Octavian and his tutor, Dr. Trefusis, escape through rising tides and pouring rain to
find shelter in British-occupied Boston. Sundered from all he knows — the College
of Lucidity, the rebel cause — Octavian hopes to find safe harbor. Instead, he is
soon to learn of Lord Dunmore's proclamation offering freedom to slaves who join
the counterrevolutionary forces. In Volume II of his unparalleled masterwork, M. T.
Anderson recounts Octavian's experiences as the Revolutionary War explodes
around him, thrusting him into intense battles and tantalizing him with elusive
visions of liberty. Ultimately, this astonishing narrative escalates to a startling,
deeply satisfying climax, while reexamining our national origins in a singularly
provocative light.
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